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Prosodic Structure of Sino-Korean W ords* 
Eunjoo Han 
1_ Introduction 
This paper is mainly concerned with the Ill-1nl alternation and the 
In/-0 alternation which apply in Sino-Korean compounds. The analysis 
of those two phonological phenomena crucially relies on the prosodic 
structure postulated for Sino-Korean compounds. The presence of a 
special type of Sino-Korean compounds, i.e. compounds of a free stem 
plus a bound root, makes it complicated to give an appropriate prosodic 
characterization of Sino-Korean compounds. It is proposed in this paper 
that the conflict found between the analysis of the Ill-1nl alternation 
and that of the In/-0 alternation can be dealt with on the basis of 
non-uniform prosodic structure which results from ranking structural 
economy over uniformity (Ito and Mester 1998). 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data on 
the In/-0 alternation and the analysis by Han (1994). Section 3 presents 
the data regarding the Ill-1nl alternation and also shows that the 
prosodic structure posited for the In/-0 alternation cannot give a 
correct account for the Ill-1nl alternation. In Section 4, the idea of the 
minimal word structure suggested by Ito and Mester (1998) is 
summarized and a new prosodic structure is proposed based on the 
minimal word structure in Section 5. Section 6 considers a possible 
alternative account and finally Section 7 concludes the paper. 
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2. In/-0 Alternation in Korean 
Korean has a phonological phenomenon of so-called 1nl-insertion. 
1nl-insertion is responsible for the In/-0 alternation in the examples in 
(1).1 


















1nl, which is not present in bare morphemes, appears between two 
stems of a compound or between a prefix and the following stem when 
the preceding prefix or stem ends in a consonant and the following 
stem begins with Ii/ or Iy /.2 In accounting for the phenomenon in the 
framework of Prosodic Phonology, Han (1994) has proposed that 
1nl-insertion applies at the juncture of two prosodic words. The rule has 
been formulated as a domain juncture rule as in (2).3 
1. Hereafter, I use + to indicate the compounding of two free stems and - to indicate word 
formation involving bound morphemes. In the transcriptions that follow, allophonic 
changes such as intersonorant voicing or the IIr alternation will not be specified. 
2. The obligatoriness of 1nl-insertion is not the same for all cases which satisfy the 
structural description. 1nl-insertion seems to be obligatory for some words but optional for 
other words. 1nl tends to be inserted more readily when the final consonant of the first 
constituent is a sonorant, especially Ill, than when it is an obstruent. 
3. There is a difference between native Korean words and Sino-Korean words with regard to 
1nl-insertion; the segmental condition for the second prosodic word is Ii/ or Iyl for 
native Korean words but only Iyl for Sino-Korean words. For instance, while a native 
compound Ipath+ill 'farm work' is realized as [pannil], a Si no-Korean compound 
Itiucau+inmull 'characters' is pronounced as [tiucauinmul], not [tiujauninmul]. 
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(2) 1nl-insertion (Han 1994: 63) 
o - n 1[ ... C]pw _ [i/y ... ]pw 
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The Si no-Korean compounds in (3) have a morphological structure 
different from that of the compounds in (la). While the compounds in 
(la) are made up of two free stems, the compounds in (3a) consist of a 
free stem plus a bound root and those in (3b) consist of a bound root 
plus a free stem. 
(3) 1nl-insertion in asymmetric Sino-Korean compounds 
a. 1nl-insertion in the compounds of a free stem and a bound root 
hwipal-yu [hwipallyu] «[hwipalnyu]) 
'volatile' 'oil' 'gasoline' 
kwancel-yem [kwancellyem] «[kwancelnyem]) 
'joint' '-itis' 'arthritis' 
b. no 1nl-insertion in the compounds of a bound root and a free 
stem4 
il-yoil 
'sun' 'day of the week' 
ky elJ-yalJsik 




'light Western-style food' 
The compounds in (3a) and those in (3b) show different behaviors with 
regard to 1nl-insertion; 1nl appears between two constituents in (3a) 
but no 1nl is inserted between two constituents in (3b).5 
On the assumption that the constituents of a compound must be of 
4. In Kyungsang dialect, 1nl-insertion applies in the words in (3b) (e.g. lil-yoill -> [illyoil]) 
and even between two bound roots (e.g. IWan-yul --> [wannyu) 'crude oil'). This can be 
treated by changing the prosodic environment of the rule in (2) into the prosodic root. 
Thus, 1nl-insertion applies between two prosodic roots in Kyungsang dialect. 
5. Some Sino-Korean words which appear to have morphological structure similar to those in 
(3b) are subject to 1nl-insertion, e.g. Isin-yesanl --> [sinnyesan) 'new budget'. I assume that 
Sino-Korean morphemes like Isinl 'new' are assigned the status of a prefix when they are 
placed before a free stem. As shown in (Ib), 1nl is inserted between a prefix and a 
following stem. In fact, Sino-Korean morphemes like Isinl can be combined with a free 
stem much more productively than those in (3b). 
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the same prosodic type, Han (1994) has proposed that the two types of 
compounds in (3) have the prosodic structures in (4), respectively.6 
(4) Prosodic structure (Han 1994 : 67)7 
a pw h pw 
/~ I 
pw pw pr 
I I /~ 
pr pr pr pr 
/\ /\ 
pr pr pr pr 
I I 
hwi pal yu 
I I 
il yo il 
In the compounds of a free stem and a bound root, compounding seems 
to occur at the level of the prosodic word. In other words, a bound root 
is assigned the status of the prosodic word as well. On the other hand, 
compounding appears to take place at the level of the prosodic root in 
the compounds of a bound root and a free stem. In what follows, I will 
be particularly concerned with the class of compounds such as in (3a). 
3_ Ill-1nl Alternation in Sino-Korean Words 
3.1. Syllable Contact Law and the Ill-1nl Alternation 
As illustrated in (5), 11/ in the initial position of a Sino-Korean 
morpheme is changed to 1nl when it is preceded by a consonant other 
than 1nl and 11/. 
6. Similarly, Kang (1994) suggests that Ihweutan-Iol 'crossroad' and Isinmun-Iol 'Sinmun 
Street' are prosodically ,(hweutan) ,(10) and ,(sinmun) .,(10). 
7. The fact that yoil is dominated by a prosodic root in (4b) does not mean that it is a 
bound root. Han (1994) assumes that a morphological constituent is parsed by every 
prosodic category. Hence, a free stem is dominated by both a prosodic root and a prosodic 
word whether it is monomorphemic (e.g. Imaiml 'mind') or derived (e.g. Iki-sull 'skill'). 
(4b) simply suggests that the compounding of lill and Iyoill occurs at the level of the 
prosodic root. 
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(5) III is nasalized after a consonant except 1nl and III 
Ikak-Iyol [kaIJnyo] 'Cabinet member' 
Ikip-Iyul [kimnyu] 'torrent' 
ImyeIJ-IyelJI [myeIJnyeIJ] 'command' 
Ikim-li/ [kimni] 'interest rate' 
When the preceding consonant is 1nl as in (6), III is not nasalized but 
rather it lateralizes the preceding 1nl. In addition, as shown in (7), III 
remains intact when the preceding morpheme ends in Ill. 
(6) III lateralizes preceding 1nl 
Ipan-Ianl [pallan] 
Isan-liml [sallim] 







Davis and Shin (1999) and Kim (2001) have recently proposed that 
these Ill-nasalization and In/-Iateralization be analyzed through the 
interaction of a constraint on syllable contact with related correspondence 
constraints. (8) is a syllable contact constraint phrased in terms of 
sonority by Bat-El (1996). 
(8) Syllable Contact (SyllCon) (Bat-El 1996 : 304) 
The onset of a syllable must not be of greater sonority than 
the last segment in the immediately preceding syllable. 
(That is, avoid rising sonority over a syllable boundary.) 
The constraints employed by Davis and Shin (1999) to account for the 
Ill-1nl alternation in Korean are listed in (9). 
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(9) Constraints (Oavis and Shin 1999)8 
a. SyllCon - Avoid rising sonority over a syllable boundary. 
b. Max[lateral] - The feature [lateral] from an input segment is realized 
in the output. 
c. Max[nasal] - The feature [nasal] from an input segment is realized 
in the output. 
d. Ident[sonorant] - Corresponding segments are identical with respect 
to the feature [± sonorant]. 
e. Ident-Onset[sonorant] - The [± sonorant] feature of an output onset 
is identical to the [± sonorant] feature of the corresponding input 
segment. 
f. Ident[place] - Corresponding segments are identica l with respect to 
their place features. 
g. *Complex - A void complex onsets and complex codas. (undominated) 
h. Similarity - A sequence of coronal sonorant consonants is disallowed. 
The tableau in (10) by Oavis and Shin (1999) illustrates how I k-II 
sequence in the input is realized as I lynl. As Oavis and Shin state, this 
and the examples in (5) are of great interest beca use nasali za tion occurs 
even though there is no nasal in the input. 
(10) I k yek-lil - [kyaOni] 'separa tion' (Oavis and Shin 1999 : 295) 
: 
Ident-Onset Ident- Max- Max- Ident-
I kyak-li! SyllCan [sanarant] [place] [latera l] [nasal] [sanaran t] 
a. kyak.li *! , 
b. kyak.ni *! * 
c. kyal.li *! :;: 
d. kyan-li *! * 
e. kyaIJ-ni * ! *-
f. kyak-ti *1 * * 
Since the SyllCon constraint is undominated, (lOa), (lOb) and (lOd) a re 
eliminated. (lOe) [kyan-ni], in which both I kl and I II are nasal ized, turns 
8. Dav is and Shin (1999) view the features [Iaterall and lnasalj as being priva ti ve. 
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out to be the most harmonic among the rest of the candidates since 
Max[lateral] is ranked lower than Ident[place] and Ident-Onset[sonorant]. 
(11) shows how the constraints in (9) interact to deal with the 
lateralization of 1nl in the data in (6). The constraint in (9h), Similarity, 
is motivated to handle I n/ -Iateralization in the I I-n l sequence in the 
words like Id'ul-napl ([diullapJ) 'revenue and expenditure,' in which the 
initial 1nl of the second root is lateralized although the sonority contour 
over the syllable boundary is not rising. 
(11) I non-lil - [nol.li] 'logic' (Davis and Shin 1999 : 301) 
: Ident- i 
Sim- Ident- Max- Max- Ident-Inon-li l SyllCon Onset ; ilarity [place] [lateral] [nasal] [sonorant] 
i [sonorant] 
a. non.li *! *! 
b. non.ni *! 
,., c. noUi * 
There is another environment in which 11/ is realized as I n!. As 
shown in (12), 11/ is changed to 1nl in the word-initial position. 













Though some researchers unify word-initial 11/-nasalization in (12) with 
post-consonantal I ll-nasalization in (5) into one and the same 
phenomenon, I follow Kang and Lee (1997) and Davis and Shin (1999) in 
assuming that those two kinds of nasalization must be treated 
separately. A constraint against word-initial 11/ can be stated as in (l3). 
9. Independent of word-initial I ll-nasa li za tion, 1nl is deleted in the word-initial position 
when it is followed by l il or Iy/. 
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(13) Word-initial Avoidance 
*pw[l 
"Ill is prohibited in the initial position of a prosodic word." 
3.2. Ill-1nl Alternation in Asymmetric Sino-Korean Compounds 
Now let us consider the examples in (14). Unlike those in (6) and (11), 
1nl followed by an III is not lateralized but instead the morpheme-initial 
Il/ is nasalized (Lee 1996, Kang and Lee 1997, Kim 2000)}O 
(14) In-l/ sequence in asymmetric Sino-Korean compounds 
ItiJ;]san-lol [tiJ;]sannno] (*[tiJ;]sallo]) 'mountain trail' 
lunpan-lyol [unpannyo] (*[unpallyo]) 'shipping charge' 
limun-lonl [imunnon] (*[imullon]) 'phonology' 
liykyan-lanl [iYkyannan] (*[iykyallan]) 'opinion section' 
ICalJsin-lyak/ [CalJsinnyak] (*[CalJSillyak]) 'mental power' 
ItOlJwan-lyalJl [tOlJWannyalJ] (*[tOlJwallyalJ) 'mobilization order' 
IsrelJsan-lyalJl [srelJsannyalJ] (*[srelJsallyalJ] 'quantity of production' 
What brings about such a distinct result? The words in (14) differ from 
those in (6) in that the words in (14) are compounds of a free stem and 
a bound root just like those in (3a) whereas those in (6) are compounds 
of two bound roots. With respect to Il/-nasalization, the compounds in 
(14) pattern with those which are composed of two free stems, as 
exemplified in (IS). 
(IS) In-l/ sequence in word compounds 
I calJsin+lotOlJI [calJsinnotolJ] (*[ CalJSillotOlJ]) 'mental labor' 
lonkan+losanl [onkannosan] (*[onkallosan]) 'moderate approach' 
I cikkwan+lamyolJl [cikk'wannamyOlJ] 
(*[cikk'wallamyOlJ]) 'abuse of one's official power' 
The constraints in (9), however, cannot account for the data in (14) 
and (IS). Those constraints predict that (16b), [tilJsallo], should be the 
10. According to Lee (1998), the forms with 11/ are sometimes found for some words in (14) 
(e.g. [imUl1l10nj/[immulIonj) mainly among the aged and in Southern dialects. 
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winning candidate, but the actual winner for the input I tilJsan-Iol is 
(16c), [tiDsanno]. 
(16) 
Iti1]5an-Iol SyllCon Max[lateral] Max[nasal] 
a. tU.Jsanlo ) 
-<u b. tilJsallo * 
c. til.Jsanno *! 
It seems that this unexpected Ill-nasalization can be dealt with using a 
constraint already introduced before. As it has been proposed in Section 
2 that compounds of a free stem and a bound root like l tilJsan-lol have 
the prosodic structure such as (4a), the constraint on word-initial 
avoidance of I II in (13) will be able to play a role in selecting the 
intended winner. As shown in (17), Word-initial Avoidance (WIA), 
ranked higher than Max[Jateral], prohibits [tiIJsaJlo] from being the 
optimal candidate. Thus, Word-initial Avoidance appears to handle the 
I l/-nasalization in the I n-l/ sequences in (14). 
(17) SyllCon, WIA ~ Max[lateral] ~ Max[nasal] 
I ti i.J5an-Iol SyllCon i WIA Max[lateral] Max[nasal] 
a. [tiIJSan]pw[lo]pw *! *! 
b. [tinsal][lo] *! * 
... c. [til.J5an][no] * 
The compounds in (18) run cOLmter to the analysis of the I l/-nasalization 
in (17), which crucially employs the constraint on word-initial avoidance. 
(18) /11 is not nasalized after a vowel-final stem in asymmetric compolmds 
l uhwe-Iol [uhwelo] (*[uhweno]) 'bypass' 
I hYali'ce-lon/ [hYalJtilrelon] (*[hYa!JtilxnonJ) 'morphology' 
l sopi-lyalJl [sopilyalJ] (*[sopinyalJJ>*[sopiya!J]) 'quantity of conswnption' 
I kwaoko-Iyol [kwalJkolyo] (*[kwalJkonyoJ>*[kwalJkoyoD 'advertising rates' 
l iyci-Iyak/ [iycilyak] (*[iycinyakJ>*[iyciyakJ) 'will power' 
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Though the morphological structure of the words in (18) is identical to 
that of the words in (14), 11/ in the initial position of the righthand 
constituent is not realized as 1nl but remains unchanged. In this 
respect, the compounds in (18) differ from the compounds of free stems 
in (19) as well because 11/ in the initial position of the righthand 
constituent is nasalized in the compounds in (19). 
(19) 11/ is nasalized in word compounds 
lyukd'e+lotoI]1 [yukchenotoI]l (*[yukchelotoI]]) 
ICaI]ki+losanl [cal)kinoSanl (*[cal)kilosan]) 








One of the characteristics that differentiate the words in (18) from 
those in (14) is that the free stem of the left side ends in a vowel in 
the examples in (18) whereas the lefthand constituent ends in a 
consonant in the examples in (14). (20) shows that the constraints used 
to deal with the data in (14) wrongly select [uhweJ[noJ as the optimal 
candidate. 
(20) 
/ uhwe-Io/ SyllCon WIA Max[latera l] Max[nasal] 
a.[uhwe]pw[lo]pw *! 
""' b. [uhwe][no] * 
The actual winner mllst be the faithfu l one in (20a). This leads us to 
conclude that we cannot rely on word-initial avoidance to account for 
the nasalization of the root-initial I I1 in the compounds of a free stem 
and a bound root. 
3.3. Base-identity and the I \/-/ n l Alternation 
Similarities in the shapes of morphologically related words have been 
explored by various researchers such as Kenstowicz (1996), Benua (1997) 
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and Borowsky (2000), referred to as different terms like uniform exponence, 
base-identity or output-ta-output correspondence. In this section, let us 
see if the phonological identity between morphologically related output 
forms will contribute to resolving the Ill-nasalization in the compounds 
in (14). Consider the tableau in (21) for the input I tiosan-lo/ ,ll 
(21) SyllCon ~ BI, Max[lateralJ ~ Max[nasalJ 
I tiusan-lol ! 
base: tius3n 
SyllCon El Max[lateral] Max[nasal] 
: 
a. tilJsanlo , I 
b. tilJsallo * : *! 
'" c. tU]sa n no : * 
In this tableau, the candidates are compared with the independently 
occurring base [tilJsanJ as to whether each of them resembles the base. 
The most faithful candidate (21a) cannot be the winner since it violates 
the high-ranking constraint Syllable Contact. (2Ib), unlike (2Ia) and (2Ic), 
violates Base-identity by lateralizing the stem-final 1nl. (2Ib) and (2Ic) 
tie on Base-identity and Max[lateralJ but (2Ib) incurs a violation of 
Max[nasal] and hence (2Ic) is the most harmonic candidate. 
The ranking established in the tableau (21) correctly predicts that 
there will be no Ill-nasalization when 1101 is preceded by a stem that 
ends in a vowel. This is illustrated in (22). 
(22) 
l uhwe-lol 
SyllCon BI Max[lateral] Max[nasal] 
base: uhwe 
r;; a. uhwelo : 
b. uhweno *! 
11. At thi s point, it is in order to consider the words such as I trekwan-I yanl 'Taekwan 
MOllllta in Pass' and I kwauhan-Iul 'Kwanghan Summerhouse: The morphological structures 
of the two words look like the words in (14) but instead of I ll-nasalization, 
I n/ -Iateralization takes place in these two words. That is, they are pronounced as 
[t rekwallyauJ and [kwauhalluJ, respectively. Following Kim (2000), I will a ttribute this 
unexpected laterali zatioIl to the fact that I trekwanl and I kwauhanl are proper names and 
Ilence are not independently used. 
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When the lefthand stem ends in a vowel, neither candidate violates 
SyllCon. (22b) is eliminated because it fatally violates Max[lateral]. 
Therefore, the faithful candidate (22a) becomes the winner. 
To sum up the discussion so far, in compounds such as Iti:l:Jsan-Iol the 
bound morpheme 1101 does not form a prosodic word by itself. This 
means that, as illustrated in (23), the prosodic structure of ltil]san-Iol or 
luhwe-Iol is distinct from that of the compounds of two free stems 
such as lonken+losen/. 
(23) 
a. * pw b. pw 
/~ /~ 
pw pw pw pw 
A I /\ /\ 
pr pr pr pr pr pr pr 
I I I I I I I 
HI] san 10 on ken 10 Sen 
U hwe 10 Cel] ki 10 Sen 
Given the analysis in Section 2 that 1nl-insertion takes place between 
two prosodic words, we are now faced with a serious problem. The 
prosodic structure required by the analysis proposed to account for 
IV-1nl alternation in Sino-Korean words conflicts with the prosodic 
structure postulated for 1nl-insertion. How can we resolve this conflict 
and account for 1nl-insertion and IV-1nl alternation in a compatible 
fashion? In the following sections, I propose that this conflict can be 
handled by allowing asymmetric compounds to have non-uniform 
prosodic structures and modifying the kind of prosodic category referred 
to in the analysis of In/-0 alternation. 
4. Minimal Word Structure 
Postulating two elementary lexical objects, stems (terminal elements) 
and words (nonterminal elements), Ito and Mester (1998) show that the 
three member German compound Stadt-planungs-bilTO 'office for city 
planning' can be represented by the two structures in (24). 




stem stem stem 
stadt planungs buro 






stem stem stem 
stadt planungs buro 
The word structure (24a) violates a widely-held assumption that sister 
constituents involved in compounds are of the same level. Termed as 
Uniformity, that assumption is stated as a principle by Ito and Mester 
(1998) as in (25). 
(25) Uniformity (Ita and Mester 1998 : 37) 
Sister constituents in compounds are of the same structural level. 
In contrast, the structure (24b) conforms to Uniformity. However, it 
has an ex tra intermediate non-branching word node which is not 
motivated by its semantic relation. Thus, (24b) incurs one more violation 
of *Struc, a structural economy principle which has the effect of 
minimizing structure. 
As illustrated in (26), if ,:,Struc dominates Uniformity, the non-uniform 
structure in (26a) would arise. The uniform structure (26b) would result 
from the opposite ranking Uniformity » *Struc. 
(26) 
[[stadt-planungsJ-bliroJ *Struc Uniformity 
a. word 
~ ?f\ * 
stem stem stem 
b. word 
~
word word *! 
~ I 
stem stem stem 
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Ito and Mester argue that *Struc ~ Uniformity must be the correct 
ranking for regular compow1ding in German since a simple and explanatory 
account of compound stress is made possible through economy-based 
compound structures. They maintain that the minimal structure eliminates 
the need to make direct reference to branchingness in morphological 
structure to account for compound stress in German. It will be shown in 
Section 5 that this sort of minimal word structure plays a significant role 
in analyzing the II/-/n/ alternation and the 1n/-0 alternation in Korean. 
5. Prosodic Structure of Sino-Korean Words 
The discussion in what follows is based on the asswnption that constraints 
on morphological structure are ranked independently from constraints on 
prosodification (Han 1999). First, in Section 5.1, the morphological 
structure assignment for Sino-Korean compounds will be concerned with 
and then, the morphology-phonology mapping will be discussed. 
5.1. Word Structure 
In this section, I propose that *Struc is ranked over Uniformity for 
Korean compounding as welL The effect of this ranking is demonstrated 
clearly in the tableau for asymmetric compounds such as the compounds 
of a free stem and a bound root. (27) is the tableau for I tiJ)san-Jol . 
(27) 




/~ I *! 
root root root 
I I I 
tiJJ san la 
", b. word 
woA 
/~ * root root root 
I I I 
tio san la 
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(27a) has a nonbranching word node over the root /10/ and this makes 
it incur one more violation of *Struc. On the other hand, (27b) has 
simpler structure than (27a) at the expense of violating Uniformity. (27b) 
wins since *Struc is ranked higher than Uniformity. 
By contrast, it is shown in the tableau (28), which is for a compound 
of two free stems, that the candidate which observes Uniformity is more 
harmonic because the degree of the structural complexity is identical in 
the two candidates. 
(28) 
[[on-kanl [lo-san]] *Struc Uniformity 




root root root root 
I I I I 
on kan la San 
b. word 
~
word root *! 
~~
root root root root 
I I I I 
on kan la San 
5.2. Prosodic Structure 
Next, let us consider how to map the morphological structure from 
the tableaux in the preceding subsection to a prosodic structure. The 
analysis of the morphology-phonology mapping suggested in this section 
is couched within the Alignment Theory by McCarthy and Prince (1993). 
Specifically, the alignment constraints between the edges of the 
morphological word and those of the prosodic word are crucially 
employed. In addition, Nonrecursivity (NonRec) significantly interacts 
with the alignment constraints (Selkirk 1995, Truckenbrodt 1999). I 
propose that the constraints used to account for the prosodification of 
Sino-Korean compounds are Align-R (Wd, PWd), Align-L (PWd, Wd) and 
NonRec and that the two alignment constraints outrank NonRec. 
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The tableau in (29) shows that the constraints and the proposed 




~\ Align-R Align-L NonRec 
root root root (Wd, PWd) (PWd, Wd) 
I I I 
tiIJ san 10 
P: ,...,.. a. [[ ]pw ]pw * 
b. [ ]pw ,,! 
c. [[ ]pw[ ]pw]pw *! * 
d. [ ]pw[ ]pw *! 
Thus, as illustrated in (30), a non-uniform morphological structure results 
in a non-uniform prosodic structure in which a prosodic word and a 
prosodic root are in sisterhood relationship. 
(30) a. pw b. pw 
;(\ ;(\ 
pr pr pr pr pr pr 
I I I I I I 
tio san 10 hwi pal )Ill 
u hwe 10 
Since 1101 does not form a prosodic word by itself, it is obvious that 
nasalizat ion of the morpheme-initial I I1 cannot be at tributed to 
word-initial avoidance but to some other constraint , that is, Base-identity, 
as show n in the tableau in (21). 
5.3. I n/ -0 Alternation and the Non-uniform Prosodic Structure 
Let us now return to the issue of the I n/- 0 alternation. The prosodic 
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structure of the compound Ihwipal-yul is identical to that of ItilJsan-lol, 
represented in (30). Taking this prosodic structure into consideration, I 
propose that the phenomenon of 1nl-insertion take place at the juncture 
of a prosodic word and a prosodic root, not at the juncture of two 
prosodic words, as formulated in (31).12 
(31) 1nl-insertion (revised) 
o ---+ n 1[ ... C]pw _ [i/y ... ]pr 
In Optimality-theoretic terms (Prince and Smolensky 1993), this can be 
expressed by a constraint which bans a prosodic word with a final 
consonant from being adjacent with a prosodic root whose initial 
segment is a high front vocoid. Thus, a juncture constraint as in (32) 
will serve the purpose)3 
(32) Juncture Constraint14 
*C]pw pr[i/y 
"A prosodic word with a final consonant is prohibited from being 
followed by a prosodic root which begins with a high front vocoid." 
The newly proposed analysis with the modification that the second 
prosodic constituent is a prosodic root covers the regular word compounds 
12. 1nl-insertion in (2) and (31) and Juncture Constraint in (32) do not specify the bounding 
domain within which the juncture must occur. This does not mean that the rule or 
constraint can apply between any juncture of a prosodic word and a prosodic root. I 
suppose that there must be a bounding domain for the In/-0 alternation, probably the 
phonological phrase, but I leave this issue to future research since identifying the domain 
is not one of main concerns of this paper. 
13. Assuming that the In/-0 alternation is obligatory when the first prosodic word ends in a 
sonorant, Cho (1995) formulates Juncture Constraint as *Son][i. However, In/- 0 alternation 
is optional even when the consonant is a sonorant, e.g. [pamiSil]l[pamnisil] 'night dew; 
[khollYat]l[kholJnyat] 'bean taffy: Hence, I suppose that the first segment in Juncture 
Constraint is any consonant, not just a sonorant. 
14. The function of Juncture Constraint in (32) is simply to ban a specific phonological 
representation. The fact that violation of Juncture Constraint is resolved by inserting a 
segment between the two prosodic constituents indicates that Oep is ranked lower than 
Max. Otherwise, either the preceding consonant or the high front vocoid would be deleted. 
It still remains to be explained why the inserted consonant is 1nl among the many 
segments in Korean. I also leave this issue to future research. 
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and prefi xed words as well as the asymmetric compounds. This is 
because every prosodic word dominates at least one prosodic root. (33) 
illustrates some examples of the prosodic representations in which 
Juncture Constraint is violated. 
(33) a. Asymmetric compound 
pw 
p~ 
I I I 
hwi pal yu 
'gasoline' 
b. Regular compound 
pw 
~~w 
pr pr ~r 
I I I I 
tre hak ya ku 
'college baseball' 
(34) is a tableau for I trehak+yakul 'college baseball: a compound of 
two free stems.15 
(34) SyllCon, Juncture » Base-Identity » Oep 
[t ie ha kjpw[ya kujpw 
SyllCon Juncture BI Oep 
base: tiehak, ya ku 
a. [tiehak)[yak u) *! 
b. [tiehakjn[yak u] *! * 
, . c. [tiehao ]n[yaku] * * 
The faithful candidate (34a) fatall y violates Juncture since the lef t 
prosodic word I trehakl ends in a consonant and the following prosodic 
root I yal begins with the high front glide. (34b), having 1nl inserted 
after the left prosodic word, observes Juncture but it is eliminated 
beca use it violates undominated SyllCon. (34c) is the candidate in which 
the final stop of the first constituent is nasalized. This is the winning 
candidate, satisfying high-ranking Sy ll Con and Juncture though it 
15. (34a) does not violate SyllCon since the final consonan t of the first prosod ic word, k, is 
sy llabified as an onset 10 the following vowel. 
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violates low-ranking Base-identity and Dep. 
(35) is a tableau for an asymmetric compound I hwipal-yul 'gasoline'. 
None of the candidates in (35) violates SyllCon. In (35a), the stem-final l 
is syllabified as an onset to the following vowel and in (35b) the 
sonority contour over the syllable boundary is falling. 
(35) 
[hwipaljplV[yujpr 
Similarity Juncture BI Dep base: hwipaJ 
a. [hwipaIj[yuj : *! 
b. [hwipaljn[Yllj *! * 
'" c. [hwipal]l[Yllj * 
In a parallel fashion to (34a), the fatal violation of Juncture eliminates 
the faithful candidate, (35a). (35b), with a newly created I I-n l sequence, 
fatally violates Similarity though the inserted 1nl rescues it from 
violating Juncture. Hence, (35c), which has an 11/ instead of an 1nl 
between the two prosodic constituents, turns out to be the most harmonic. 
5.4. Prosodic Categories in Juncture Rules (Constraints) 
Selkirk (1980) divides prosodic domain-sensitive rules into three 
different types: domain span rules, domain juncture rules and domain 
limit rules. This classification has been followed by many other works 
on Prosodic Phonology (Vogel 1985 and Nespor and Vogel 1986 and so 
on).16 Domain juncture rules, which is the rule type we focus on, can be 
represented schematically as in (36). 
(36) Juncture rules 
i) A -> B I [ ... [ ... X_ YJOj [Z ... JOj ... JOi 
ii) A -> B I [ ... [ ... XJOj [Y_Z ... JOj ... JOi 
16. Rice (1990) suggests tha t domain juncture rules are generally reanalyzable as other types 
of domain-sensitive rules and hence, domain juncture rules probably do not exist. [n 
opposit ion to this, Cho (1995) argues that the I n/- 0 alternation in Korean is one of the 
genuine cases of prosodic juncture rules which cannot be reanalyzed as domain span or 
domain limit rules. 
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A juncture rule is applicable when the phonological representation 
included within the Di can be factored into smaller prosodic domains in 
the way specified in the structural description. 
In terms of Optimality Theory, domain juncture constraints can be 
schematized as in (37). 
(37) Juncture constraints 
*[ ... [ ... a]Dj [,B ... ]Dj ... ]Di 
As demonstrated in (36) and (37), it has been generally assumed that the 
prosodic domains which form the juncture in juncture rules or 
constraints are of the same type. The proposal I have made to account 
for the In/- 0 alternation in this section that a juncture formed by two 
different tyges of prosodic categories can be referred to does not 
conform to this assumption. 
Concerning this issue, I maintain that referring to two different types 
of prosodic categories is not that theoretically problematic although this 
may look less restricted than the traditional assumption. This is because, 
as noted by Vogel (1985), all the categories of the prosodic hierarchy are 
present throughout the phonology. In fact, domain juncture rules or 
constraints already make use of this aspect of prosodic representation, in 
that they must simultaneously see both the domain of juncture (Dj) and 
the domain within which this juncture occurs (Da. Thus, the question of 
how many prosodic categories a rule or constraint can make reference 
to is an empirical one and if it turns out that more categories need to 
be referred to, the restriction would have to be relaxed. 
6_ An Alternative Analysis 
In this section, I consider another analysis which can also deal with 
the conflict between the In/-0 alternation and the Ill-1nl alternation 
in asymmetric compounds. The analysis proposed in the preceding 
section has been able to resolve the conflict by allowing non-uniform 
prosodic structure for compounds and accordingly making reference to 
the juncture of two different prosodic categories. The alternative analysis 
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presented in this section operates by employing uniform prosodic 
structure for compounds and instead modifying Word-initial Avoidance_ 
In Section 3.2, the attempt to account for the unexpected I I/-nasalization 
in asymmetric compounds in (14) by means of Word-initial Avoidance 
has been given up because Word-initial Avoidance as defined in (l3) 
cannot account for the I I/-nasalization in the compounds in (14) (e.g. 
I til]san-lo/ ) without also nasalizing the root-initial 11/ in the compounds 
in (18) like l uhwe-lo/ , in which the stem ends in a vowel. This problem 
can be solved if we modify the context for Word-initial Avoidance from 
the prosodic word to the morphological word as in (38). 
(38) Word-initial A voidance (revised) 
'w[l 
"/1/ is prohibited in the initial position of a morphological word." 
Word-initial Avoidance as stated in (38) has no effect on either 
l tiosan-lol or l uhwe-lo/ , but it only nasalizes 11/ in the initial position 
of a morphological word as in I lonmunl 'research paper,' I lakwanl 
'paradise' or I lonmun+cucel 'theme of a research.' The nasalization of 
11/ in I til]san-lol and no nasalization of I II in l uhwe-lol can be 
explained by making use of Base-identity and SyllCon as already shown 
in (21) and (22). Then, how can we account for the nasalization of 11/ 
in the non-initial member of a compound which consists of free stems? 
As illustrated in (39) and '(40)" the constraints used in (21) and (22) 
select the correct outputs for I CaDsin+lotolJl 'mental labor' and 
l yukclle+lotoJ]1 'physical labor.' 
(39) SyllCon /> Bl /> Max[latJ /> Max[nasJ 
/ caosin+10tolJ / 
SyllCon BI Max[latl Max[nasl 
base: cal]s in, notol] 
a. CaIJsinlotol] ) * 
b. Ca1Jsillotol] *! * 
1"'.\ C. Ca1JsinnotolJ * 
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(40) 
/y ukche+lotoo/ 
SyllCon BI Max[latl Max[nasl 
base: YUkche, notoo 
a. Yllkc"elotol] *! 
r~ b. Yllkc"enotoo * 
A change in ranking must be noted here. While the ranking between 
Base-identity and Max[lat] is undetermined in the cases of asymmetric 
compounds in (21) and (22), the cases of compounds of free stems, 
specifically those such as (40), require that Base-identity outrank 
Max[lat]. 
The analysis suggested in this section can deal with the data related 
to the I n/- 0 alternation and the II/-/ nl alternation without making 
the juncture constraint specify the juncture between two different 
prosodic categories. However, it suffers from some weaknesses; it is 
based on less economic prosodic structure and Word-initial Avoidance 
must directly refer to an entity in the morphological component. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have discussed the I ll-1nl alternation and the I n/- 0 
alternation in Sino-Korean compounds. In particular, I have been 
concerned with the compounds composed of a free stem and a bound 
root since they cause a conflict in dealing with those two phonological 
phenomena. To account for the I n/- 0 alternation in these asymmetric 
compounds, it was previously proposed that the prosodic structure of 
these compounds consist of two prosodic words even though the 
righthand constituent is a bound root. Postulating a non-branching word 
node over a single bound root, however, results in a wrong output for 
the I I/- / nl alternation. 
In order to resolve this conflict, I have proposed that the compounds 
in question are mapped into non-uniform prosodic structure, in which a 
prosodic word and a prosodic root are in sisterhood relationship. Such 
non-uniform prosodic structure arises from non-uniform morphological 
structure. Non-uniform morphologicaJ structure itself results from the 
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ranking by which structural economy takes precedence over uniformity. 
With the proposed prosodic structure, the unexpected Il/-nasalization 
in the In-l/ sequence in asymmetric compounds can be treated with 
SyllCon and Base-identiy. According to the newly proposed prosodic 
structure, it has been needed to redefine the prosodic environment of 
Juncture Constraint for the In/-0 alternation as the juncture of a 
prosodic word and a prosodic root. Such a modified prosodic context can 
deal with both regular compounds and asymmetric compounds. 
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ABSTRACT 
Prosodic Structure of Sino-Korean Words 
Eunjoo Han 
This paper is concerned with the In/-0 alternation and the Ill-1nl 
alternation in Sino-Korean compounds. Compounds of a free stem and a 
bound root center on the discussion of the paper since they show a 
conflict in dealing with those two phonological phenomena. Specifically, 
the analysis significantly hinges on the question of what prosodic 
structure is postulated for that kind of Sino-Korean compounds. This 
paper proposes to account for the relevant data by characterizing those 
compounds as having non-uniform prosodic structure and modifying the 
domain juncture constraint for the In/-0 alternation. 
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